A systematic search for a bipolar predisposing locus on chromosome 5.
Chromosome 5 markers spanning the pter to the qter were used to examine linkage to bipolar illness in 14 pedigrees. Twenty-four loci were examined in 237 individuals, of whom 69 were either bipolars or schizoaffectives. Marker genotypes were determined for each individual and lod scores were calculated under a dominant disease model with a maximum penetrance of 85%, a disease gene frequency of 0.015, a variable age of onset, and a phenocopy rate of 0.001. Under the assumption that bipolar illness is genetically homogeneous, the total lod scores from all pedigrees with each marker were uniformly lower than -2.0, suggesting the absence of linkage to disease at any of these loci. Multipoint analysis allowed exclusion of intervals between markers. When lod scores were calculated allowing for heterogeneity, no subset of linked families was found. These results indicate that in our pedigree series almost the entire mapped region of chromosome 5 can be excluded for linkage to bipolar illness.